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Order number
Dongle licence Dongle Smart

USB pedal

USB pedal robust

Footpedal Smart

Free Sylcom LITE version on www.sylvac.ch

Upgrade Sylconnect to Sylcom*

Order numberAccessories
Softwares

Multi-channel display with colour-coded 
tolerances

Statistics Control plansChannel display

* contact us to get the procedure for the update

SYLCOM
Sylcom is the latest software product to be launched by 
Sylvac and has been designed to process information from 
instruments connected via Bluetooth® Wireless technology 
or via a USB cable. It creates an almost limitless number of 
display channels spread over one or several pages. Several 
display modes are available so that the status of the variable 
measured (GO/NG) can be visualised instantaneously. Syl-
com can also be used to measure components sequential-
ly, to collect all values simultaneously and to define a time 
interval in order to save values automatically. The data can 
be saved in Sylcom and then exported to an Excel file. 

The concept is to offer a modular software application 
based on the specific functionalities required. 

Available in LITE version of the software allowing to connect 1 instrument and 1 pedal (free), Standard version with 
standard functions allowing to connect up to 16 instruments or pedals, by USB cable (maximum 15) by Bluetooth® or by 
M-BUS modules., PRO version, allowing to connect up to 15 instruments by USB cable, up to 40 instruments by Blue-
tooth® and up to 128 instruments by M-BUS modules (total maximum 128 connected instruments). Several features 
such as control plans, monitoring, statistics and SPC export are available (60 days trial version available) and Expert 
version offering the same functionalities as the PRO version, but with the additional possibility of connecting up to 500 
instruments via Bluetooth® with the «On the fly» mode, to communicate in the OPC-UA protocol and to automatically 
suggest tool corrections to some CNCs machines.

Your metrology partner for the new challenges ahead!

We hope that all the information described above has convinced you that Sylvac is not only a manufacturer of innovative 
and high-quality measuring instruments but also the partner you need to help your quality control evolve towards the 
new industrial model that awaits us.
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